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Source: rainbow6.ubi.com Fans of the first-person shooter has a lot to look forward to this year. Halo 5 finally comes out in late October, with Call of Duty: Black Ops III hitting in November, and then there's Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six Siege coming first in the pack with a announced release date october 13. While all the action will be present as much fun as any of us can handle, Rainbow Six Siege stands to
be one that offers the best mental workout to play with, and it can make other shooters look boorish and unrefined. Rainbow Six Siege looks to be a bit of counter-strike, a bit battlefield, and a lot of fun. From what has been shown so far, the game focuses on the 5 v 5 matches that pit terrorists against the fight against terrorists - the elite team known as Rainbow and members of ex-members GSG9,
Spetznaz, SAS, SWAT, and Gign. Unfortunately the terrorists seem to have similar military experience. Previews mostly presented hostage-taking scenarios, but new game modes are expected and Terrohunt was on E3. If it's all sounding awfully like Counter-Strike so far, that's because it's very similar. Both games emphasize gun skill, teamwork, and a tense balance of speed and cautious patience. But
then there are the destructible environments. Doors, walls, hostile placed barricades, and floors are blown away with explosives and hammers - though perhaps not to the extent everyone hopes. A bullet hole that would be a simple digital sticker for any other game can become a tactical peephole siege. And that's where things go simply great action with high intelligence. Serious players, and intelligent
Counter-Strike players are familiar with the need to move as a team and often communicate what everyone is doing and seeing. Rainbow Six Siege challenge players to communicate, work together, and plan every other round. Teams must select the initial spawning point with a plan in mind. In the first 20 seconds of the match, defenders need to anticipare how attackers can approach and figure out how
they want to prevent them. Meanwhile, attackers spend their time collecting intelligence from small, rolling robots that help you find out where your enemy and mission goals are. Failure to plan and coordinates can lead to easy defenses to penetrate or, without tactical information, to entering the danger zone. Doubling the importance of careful use of small robots is the fact that double as the cameras of
any dead player that can be used to give your teammates an extra eye. Dead bad guys likewise have to continue playing after they die, watching district cameras to let allies know where the attackers might be. Source: rainbow6.ubi.com At the top of all the necessary planning, coordination, and communication from start to finish and the ability to be creative about how to attack Defend, Siege throws a
stone-paper-scissor style system system The beginner sets 20 characters - called actors - with unique skills to make a tactical edge in battle. Teams can carefully select character combinations to help with strategies for their own concept. If it sounds complicated, it's because i'm sure it will be. Sure, some players are able to run-and-gun all day or play lone wolf, but it can only fly for so long. When things
get competitive, brainplay and teamwork matter just as much as players aim, shoot, rinse and repeat. So, how are the other shooters going to team up? They probably won't. Sure, the Halo 5 and Black Ops III will be fun, but Siege stands to be a completely different class of entertainment that rewards you so much for your skill as your cunning and creativity. Good FPS players going alone against decent
defense are likely going to find themselves dead, or worse - on the floor, bleeding, and acting like a trap to lure teammates into the carefully designed line of fire that got the lone wolf shot in the first place. Few games can credit themselves with demanding so many cute of their players, and if Ostrom lives up to the hype, many games might need to get smarter. Counter-Strike is close, but lacks classes,
destruction element, and the same degree of planning. With Siege coming to consoles and PC, the audience has the potential to be huge, and players can find fewer brain shooters less satisfying. The danger is real. For those who want a taste for themselves, Ubisoft offers closed beta registration here. People who advance to the game can also get guaranteed beta access. So far, the only obvious
problem with Siege is that Ubisoft will use its own Uplay client (Face it, Ubisoft, PC players hate everything that isn't Steam.) and that it will use the annoying Season Pass formula to get extra money from players as it pushes out DLC and expansions. Nevertheless, there are plenty of reasons for players to be excited right now, and many more reasons for other shooters to be concerned. Tweet me
@wallstMarkSheet or comment to let me know what you think or tell me about other great tactical shooters that might be of grade. And if you haven't looked at any Siege gameplay footage, do yourself a favor. More Tech Cheat Sheet: Bubble Blast 2 may seem simple – it's filled with bright colors and adorable bubbles in your eyes – but it's a surprisingly challenging and addictive game. Toy itself is simple.
The goal of the game is to clear the board of bubbles using a certain number of pins. Every time a bubble bursts, it emits bubbles in four directions. When these bubbles hit other bubbles, you can either pop those bubbles (which in turn release four bubbles) or turn those bubbles into the next color. The bubbles come in four colors - red bubbles, which pop a hit; green bubbles that pop two hits; yellow
bubbles that pop Hits and blue bubbles that pop after four hits. When a green bubble bubble hit, it becomes a red bubble; when a yellow bubble is found, it becomes a green bubble; and so on. The first few levels - filled with red and green bubbles - are very simple and allow you to feel the game. But it's going to be a lot harder. There are many levels that are a lot of strategizing as you are getting only two or
three pins with which to clear the board. The game has a whopping 6,000 levels - 60 packs of 100 levels each - to get through and they're all free. There is also an arcade mode. In this mode you're presented with a random board and given a certain number of pins to delete it. However, with each bubble that pops, you get an extra tap. Bubble Blast II is a simple but challenging game that you're unlikely to
tire of any time soon. There is a good mix of short, snappy levels and an absolutely ridiculous amount of free content. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in our articles, you can earn a small commission. For more details, please refer to our affiliate link guidelines. YouTube link mobile viewing I buy a lot of games. Some are just a buck, some a few dollars, but sometimes I'm just itching to find
a really sweet free game to try and have fun around. I stumbled upon Space Shooter for free today, which takes the old, retro shooter genre and adds some over-the-top characters to produce a nice nice little game. You're taking over the USS Eradicator as Commander P. Jefferson, a crude-talking alien-booming pilot who wants nothing more than to take out as many aliens as he can, anywhere. The
commander (and all the other characters he meets) all acted with sound, which is pretty unique in an Android game, and the sound actors all knock it outta the park. Gameplay is just what you would expect from a retro shooter. You control a lonely, tiny ship against hordes of other alien ships that want nothing more than to remove you from the map. Fortunately, most aliens of the growl variety end up
getting landed just one shot from the ship, so they have the advantage. As far as graphics are concerned, this game is the pinnacle. Ship models are quite detailed considering their size and there are a lot of varieties on the screen. With loads of weapons you can pick up loads of guns you can try to avoid, there are a lot of eye candy to keep you involved. Add in different environments, some packing giant
space rocks (meteors? asteroids?) and other environmental issues, and you'll begin to realize how much detail has been put into the game. The controls are all done via the touch screen without a virtual joystick. Move your finger along the screen and the ship will follow suit, shooting along the way. Since I was right-handed, I usually exploded when I had to turn to my left thumb, but with a little more
practice, I'm sure everything will be fine. The Space Shooter for free is a nice rad game, especially considering it is (mostly) free. Unlock more bosses, difficulty levels, and weapons for $1.01 (we have the in-app purchase that you can see on the main screen. The Space Shooter for Free is OpenFeint enabled, so for reach-chasers in the crowd, there's more for you to do. In any case, get the free version
because it's awesome. After the break we received download links. Pause.
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